This work is devoted to prove the existence of weak solutions of the kinetic Vlasov-PoissonFokker-Planck system in bounded domains for attractive or repulsive forces. Absorbing and reflectiontype boundary conditions are considered for the kinetic equation and zero values for the potential on the boundary. The existence of weak solutions is proved for bounded and integrable initial and boundary data with finite energy. The main difficulty of this problem is to obtain an existence theory for the linear equation. This fact is analysed using a variational technique and the theory of elliptic-parabolic equations of second order. The proof of existence for the initial-boundary value problems is carried out following a procedure of regularization and linearization of the problem.
Introduction and main result
This paper is intended to study initial-boundary-value problems for the Vlasov-Poisson-Fokker-Planck (VPFP) system. This system consists of two coupled equations: the Vlasov-Fokker-Planck (VFP) equation to determine the distribution of particles and the Poisson equation to establish the self-consistent potential acting on the system. Let be a C bounded domain with boundary j . Let f*0 be the probability density of particles at time t located at position x3 with velocity v31, and let E be the self-consistent force field. The VFP equation is given by
on (0, ¹ ); ;1,, ¹'0 and where *0 and '0 are constants related to the collision between particles (t, x) is the internal potential of the system and ( f ) denotes the macroscopic mass density, given by ( f ) (t, x)" 1, f (t, x, v) dv.
(1.
2)
The force field E is obtained by solving the Poisson equation
3)
The parameter values $1 in the electrostatic and gravitational cases, respectively. We assume that the boundary is at fixed potential, i.e. we consider Dirichlet boundary conditions for (t, x) onto the boundary of , (t, x)"0 on j .
(1.4)
Neumann-type boundary condition can be also considered under minor changes. In order to solve equation (1.1) we need an initial data f and a boundary condition for this kinetic equation. We consider absorbing-type or reflection-type boundary conditions. In the first one we know the inflow of particles on the boundary. For instance, if we think of a semiconductor device, we fix the physical input on the system. In the second one, we assume that the inflow of particles on the boundary is a function of the outflow. For instance, this boundary condition seems to be physically reasonable when we have a huge fixed potential acting on the boundary preventing that the particles come away. Let us introduce some notation to write explicitly those kinds of boundary conditions. Let us consider the sets V $ "+v31, such that $(v ) n(x))' 0,, for any x3j , and $ "+(x, v)3j ;1, such that $(v ) n(x))'0,, where n(x) is the outward unit normal onto the boundary of the domain . Denote by $ f and f the traces of f on 2 $ "(0, ¹ ); $ and 2"(0, ¹ );j ;1,, respectively, when these traces are meaningful (see section 2). The absorbing-type boundary condition is written as f (t, x, v)"g(t, x, v) on 2 \ , (1.5) where g is a positive function. Reflection-type boundary conditions for kinetic equations are integral relations between the density of particles coming out of an infinitesimal section of the boundary at a given time and the density of the particles impinging upon the same boundary section. Precisely, given x3j and t'0 we will assume that system, respectively, as j( f ) (t, x)"
(t, x) ( f ) (t, x) dx and S ( f ) (t)"
Firstly, we focus our interest on the VPFP system with absorbing-type law: Equations (1.1) and (1.3) with boundary conditions (1.4) and (1.5) and initial condition f . From now on, we denote this problem by (VPFP $ ). Also, we denote by (VPFP $ ) the problem with reflection-type boundary conditions, i.e. (1.6) instead of (1.5). Here, we mean by $ the interaction type between the particles. Let us introduce the set Q 2 "[0, ¹ [; ;1,. We aim for weak solutions (in distributional sense) of the problem (VPFP $ ). Precisely, f3¸(0, ¹;¸( ;1,)) for any ¹'0, is a weak solution of the problem (VPFP $ ) if, for any ¹'0, " E " f is locally integrable on Q 2 ,
for any 3C (Q 2 ) such that "0 on 2 # , where E" ! V with 3¸(0, ¹; ¼N ( )), 1)p( R a weak solution of (1.3). The main result of this work is the following. 
3). (v) ¹he solution has finite total energy for any time t and N)4.
An analogous result will be proved for the (VPFP\ ) problem with N)3. The effect of an external potential on our system could be also assumed. The existence of global weak solutions for the (VPFP> ) problem can be shown with similar properties under suitable assumptions on R and finite initial entropy. However, we cannot study the (VPFP\ ) problem using these arguments. The VPFP system in x, v31, has been extensively studied during the last years. Existence and uniqueness results have been obtained in several frameworks: classical solutions, weak solutions, renormalized solutions and functional solutions. We refer Global Weak Solutions for the Initial-Boundary-Value Problems 909 to References 5, 7, 8, 13, 23 and the references therein. Nevertheless, the VPFP system on bounded domains has not been analysed so deeply. The basic difficulty of VPFP system on bounded demains is to prove the existence of the corresponding linear problem. We will study this linear problem in the variational setting using a result due to Lions [18] . A similar variational technique was used by Degond and Mas-Gallic [11] . However, this approach does not provide us with the necessary¸ and¸ bounds for the density f as well as estimates of the moments and entropy. In order to obtain these relations we use the theory of elliptic-parabolic equations introduced by Fichera [14] and Oleinik [19, 20] . The regularity of the solutions was studied by Kohn and Nirenberg [17] . In fact, the VFP equation is an elliptic-parabolic equation but the results of regularity are not applicable in this case. Hence, to solve the linear VFP equation we approximate it by a sequence of linear elliptic-parabolic equations defined on a smoother sequence of domains for which the results of regularity in [17] can be applied.
The existence of weak solutions of initial-boundary value problems for kinetic equations has been studied for the Boltzmann and for the Vlasov-Poisson system with absorbing-type or reflection-type laws (see References 1, 2, 10, 15, 16, 24) . The study of the asymptotic behaviour in bounded domains with reflection-type boundary conditions has been carried out in Reference 4 for the VPFP system and in Reference 12 for the Vlasov-Poisson-Boltzmann system. These works showed that the large time asymptotic of the corresponding systems are described by maxwellians determined by the initial data and the limit potential.
The paper is structured as follows: in section 2 we analyse the corresponding linear problem using a variational technique. Section 3 is devoted to approximate the linear VFP equation by elliptic-parabolic equations to derive the¸ and¸ estimates, estimates on the moments and on the entropy. Section 4 is intended to prove Theorem 1.1. With this purpose, we have to regularize and linearize the problem (VPFP> ). The regularization preserves the control of the energy which is the basic tool in kinetic equations theory to get a weak solution when we pass to the limit. Firstly, we prove the existence of a solution for the regularized problem via a linearization and the results of section 3. Later, we obtain Theorem 1.1 using the boundedness of the kinetic energy. Section 5 is focused on the existence of global weak solutions for the problems (VPFP> P ) by means of an approximation using problems of type (VPFP> ). Sections 2 and 3 can be read independently of the rest of the paper. The existence of solution for the linear problem and its properties are relevant for sections 4 and 5.
The linear VFP equation I
The basic difficulty of analysis of the VPFP system in bounded domains is the existence of solution for the linear VFP equation. The main disadvantage of this linear equation is the absence of a fundamental solution for the arising degenerate parabolic equation. Here, the 'degenerate' character must be understood in the sense that the matrix of the coefficients of second-order derivatives is positive semidefinite. Throughout the next two sections, we assume the presence of a known force field E which is bounded at any time, i.e. E 3¸(0, ¹;¸( )) for any ¹'0. The VFP equation to determine the distribution of particles in the ensemble is given by
on (0, ¹); ;1,. Hence, h is a positive source-term in¸5¸(Q 2 ) for any ¹'0. We are going to analyse equation (2.1) together with the initial condition f 3¸5¸( ;1,) and f"g on \ , g3¸5¸( 2 \ ) for any ¹'0. From now on, we consider weak solutions of (2.1) in the standard distributional sense. In order to solve this linear problem in a variational setting we are going to apply a theorem of functional analysis due to Lions [18] which was used in Reference 11 to solve a 1-D Fokker-Planck equation.
Theorem 2.1 (Lions [18] ).¸et H be a Hilbert space provided with the inner product ( ) , ) ) and the norm "" ) "".¸et FLH be a subspace provided with a prehilbertian norm " ) ", such that the injection of F into H is continuous.¸et us consider a bilinear form a : H;FP1, such that a( ) , ) is continuous on H for any 3F and such that a( , )* " " for any 3F with '0. ¹hen, given a linear form¸3F continuous with the norm " ) ", there exists a solution u3H of the problem: a(u, )"¸( ) for any 3F.
To apply the previous result to VFP problem, let us introduce the Hilbert space
&Y & stands for the dual relation between H and its dual. The norms in H and Y are defined by
, f 3¸( ;1,) and g3¸( 2 \ ), for any ¹'0. ¹hen, there exists a weak solution of the »FP problem f3Y, for any ¹'0.
Proof. In order to apply Theorem 2.1, we consider the equation Let F be the set of functions 3C (Q 2 ) with "0 on 2 > . F is a subspace of H with continuous injection and we define the prehilbertian norm
It is obvious that the inclusion of F into H is continuous. We define the bilinear form a : H;FP1 as the left-hand side of equation (2.3) and the continuous bounded linear operator¸on F given by
To find a solution fM on H of equation (2.3) is equivalent to find a solution fM on H of a( fM , )"¸( ) for any 3F. Now, let us check that a satisfies the properties stated in Theorem 2.1. Since fM belongs to H and E 3¸(0, ¹;¸( )), it is easy to see that a( ) , ) is continuous in H. To verify the coercivity of a, let us note that the divergence theorem implies that the integral of e@R (E ) T ) on Q 2 vanishes and
Therefore, we conclude that
which can be bounded from below as a( , )*min(1, , ) " " $ . Thus, Theorem 2.1 implies the existence of fM on H satisfying (2.3). Now, we define f (t, x, v)" e ( #N )t fM (t, x, e@Rv). It is straightforward to check that f3H, for any ¹'0. Given any on F we consider J "eHR (t, x, e\@Rv). Since belongs to F, equation (2.3) is valid for J . Making the change of variables v"e\@Rv, it is easy to deduce that f3H verifies
for any 3C (Q 2 ) with "0 on 2 > . Thus, f3H satisfies the following equation in the sense of distributions in (0, ¹ ); ;1, 
Proof. Let us consider Y I the set of C functions on [0, ¹]; ;1, which vanish on a neighborhood of the points (0, x, v), (¹, x, v) for x3j and v3R, and of the points of [0, ¹];j ;1, such that v ) n(x)"0. Following the arguments in [3, 11] we have that the set Y I is dense on Y.
Let us take 3Y I . Using a partition of unity we can assume, without of loss of generality, that vanishes on three of the four parts in which we have divided the boundary of Q 2 , namely, 2 
where C depends on and ¹.
Proof. Let us prove the first statement. Using the Green identity in Lemma 2.3 for f "f and f " for any 3C (Q 2 ) with "0 on 2 > we have
Taking into account that f3H is a solution of (2.1) in the sense of distributions and the definition of T @ f as element of H, it is straightforward to deduce that
for any 3C (Q 2 ) with "0 on 2 > . Since the equation is linear, it is enough to prove that the unique solution of the VFP equation with zero initial data and zero data on 2 \ is zero. Let f be a solution of this problem on Y. Proceeding as in Theorem 2.2, we define the function fM as fM "e !( #N )t f (t, x, e\@Rv), which verifies equation (2.2) with h"0. Moreover, we know that fM has zero traces on 2 \ and for t"0. Since f3Y, fM belongs to H and
On the other hand, a similar result for T @ as in Lemma 2.3 implies that Green's identity is true. Thus, we apply the Green identity for f "f "fM to obtain
Since fM satisfies equation (2.2) in H, we deduce that
Since fM 3H the divergence theorem implies that the integral of e@R
vanishes. Therefore, we conclude that the integral of fM on Q 2 is negative and, as a consequence, fM and f are zero a.e. on Q 2 . The second part can be derived analogously by using Green's identity with the negative part of fM instead of fM proving that the negative part of fM is zero. To finish the proof, we use that
) and similar arguments as in Theorem 2.2 to deduce that
Applying Ho¨lder's inequality, writing the values of fM , gN and hM and taking P0 it is a simple matter to deduce the required estimate. )
The same arguments as in previous lemma allow us to prove that the weak solution f3Y verifies for any 3C (Q 2 ) and any ¹'0 that
The linear VFP equation II
Until now, we have proved the existence of a unique solution on Y satisfying the properties of proposition 2.4. Nevertheless, if we want to study the behavior of the physical relevant quantities: mass, moments and entropy, we cannot obtain them directly. Formally, these estimates could be derived multiplying the VFP equation by suitable functions and then applying divergence theorem. Since the solution is not known to be smooth, we cannot proceed in this way. With this aim, we are going to approximate the VFP equation by a sequence of smoother problems than the VFP problem. Passing to the limit and using a uniqueness argument we will prove that the previous solution f will have similar properties to the relations 1-5 stated in Reference 4 and then, the mass, energy and entropy identities are verified in classical sense.
We need to introduce some notation and to recall some results of the theory of elliptic-parabolic equations of second-order. A linear elliptic-parabolic equation of second-order is given by
with A"(a GH ) a positive-semidefinite symmetric matrix, i.e., A(X)X ) X is nonnegative, for any X31B and X3D M with DL1B a smooth domain (D3C). We have used subscripts to denote differentiation and we have also used summation convention.
The first difficulty to solve Dirichlet boundary problem for equation (3.1) is to settle the necessary boundary conditions, i.e. in which part of the boundary we must know the values of u. This difficulty was overcome by Fichera [14] proving that the boundary can be classified in four sets: and
is the outward unit normal on the boundary jD.
Fichera [14] proved the existence of a unique bounded weak solution of the Dirichlet boundary value problem knowing u on the sets 6 . Independently, Oleinik [19, 20] improved uniqueness and existence results of weak solutions in¸N spaces for piecewise smooth domains D. Regularity of the solutions is a difficult and incomplete subject. From the earliest works of Oleinik there appeared simple examples in which the solution could develop discontinuities (see Reference 19) . Also, Oleinik [20] and later, Kohn and Nirenberg could prove regularity when 6 is closed or equivalently, jD" 6 if jD is connected. In fact, we can consider the equation (2.1) on Q 2 "(0, ¹); ;1, as an elliptic-parabolic equation in (t, x, v) variables and, if we identify the sigma sets, we have ", " 2 \ 6+t"0,, " 2 > 6+t"¹ , and is the subset of (0, ¹ );j ;1, where v ) n(x)"0. However, is not closed. Therefore, we have no regularity result for the bounded solutions of the VFP equation whose existence is assured by Fichera's result. Nevertheless, we will modify equation (2.1) 
¹hen, for a fixed integer K greater than 1 we have
ºnder the above assumptions, for any h3H 
The basic idea to prove Theorem 3.2 is to approximate the cylinder Q 2 by a sequence of smooth domains DC in which we consider a regularization of the VFP operator to verify the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1. Moreover, since we need a control of the moments in v of the distribution and the coefficients of first order in the VFP operator are not bounded, we cut off the velocity space in a regular way. Thus, we approximate the domains DC by a sequence of bounded smooth domains DC 0 . For these problems we obtain a sequence of solutions f C and f C 0 . The previous result will be finished by taking the limit RP R and P0 in the approximate sequence of solutions. This procedure has been graphically summed up in Fig. 1 in which we draw the approximations of the domain in the 1-D case.
Before we proceed with the proof of this theorem let us point out that the properties of the solution f stated in Theorem 3.2 allow us to obtain¸N a priori estimates, the continuity equation, the energy production identity and the entropy production identity. In the case of non-linear functions of f (entropy and¸N estimates) we need to use a regularization of these functions. We refer to References 1, 4 and 6 for similar arguments. In fact, section 3 in Reference 4 is devoted to prove that if we have a solution of the VPFP system satisfying the properties of the solution in Theorem 3.2, ; see References 4 and 9) then the continuity equation, the energy production identity, the¸N a priori estimates, and the entropy production identity are satisfied. In this case, the formal proof of these invariants is easier since the regularity of E and is assured for the external field E . All the others properties are satisfied except that " v " > f3¸(0, ¹ ;¸( > )), which is straightforward deduced in the arguments of the energy production identity, and the regularity of T f, which is easily substituted by the fact that T @ f 3H. Therefore, we can deduce for the solution f of the linear VFP equation the following relations: 
Lemma 3.4. ¹he solution f verifies the following equation:
for any 1)p( R. As a consequence, we have, for any 1)p) R, that
Lemma 3.5. ¹he solution f satisfies the continuity equation on (0, ¹); in the sense of distributions
Lemma 3.7.¸et us define the function tPm 
Lemma 3.8. ¹he solution f satisfies, for any ¹'0, that f log f3¸(0, ¹;¸( ;1,)),
The rest of this section is intended to the rigorous proof of Theorem 3.2. Let us denote by (x) a C( M ) function such that (x)'0 for any x3 , (x)"0 for any x3j and " V (x) "O0 for any x3j . Let us fix a positive number . Also, let us denote by C (x,v) a C function on ;1, verifying
))1 on ;R, and ( V C bounded independently of . The existence of these functions is easily deduced by using co-ordinate mappings and a partition of unity. Now, given f 3¸5¸( ;1,) and g3¸5¸( 2 \ ), for any ¹'0, let us consider f C and gC sequences of C functions which approximate f and g respectively, f C Pf and gCPg strongly on the corresponding¸N spaces, for 1)p( R, and are uniformly bounded in¸ by the norm of f and g in the corresponding¸ spaces. Also, we can assume, without loss of generality, that the support of gC is included in the set (v ) n(x))) !( . Moreover, if some moment in v is bounded for f and g we can assume that the corresponding moment for f C and gC is bounded independently of . Also, we consider a regularized external force field EC 3C([0, ¹]; ) such that EC PE in¸O((0, ¹); ) for any q( R and uniformly bounded in¸((0, ¹); ). Let t 3[0, ¹] fixed. Let us consider +t)t ,"+(t, x, v)/x3 , v31,, t)t ,. Analogously, for the set +t*t ,. Consider a sequence of domains DC such that DCLD, DC5+t* ,"( , ¹); ;1,, (0, ¹); C ;1,LDC, DC5+t"0," C ;1, and jDC5+0(t( ,L(0, ); ;1,. Here, C is the set of points in such that the Global Weak Solutions for the Initial-Boundary-Value Problems 919 distance to j is greater than . We assume, without loss of generality, that gC and f C have their support in ( , ¹ );j ;1, and C ;1,, respectively. It is clear that we can take a C domain DC except for +t"¹ ,. We define the VFPC operator as
in DC. Here, is a positive number which can be considered as large as we need since we can change variables by defining uN "e\HRu(t, x, v). The domain DC is a C piecewise domain. jDC has two smooth components: jDC5+t(¹ , and +t"¹ ,. The properties of DC imply that the outward unit normal is given by "(0, n(x), 0) on ( , ¹ );j ;1,, "(!1, 0, 0) on DC5+t"0,, "(1, 0, 0) on +t"¹ , and on the portion of the boundary jDC5+0(t( , that we can assume that has non-zero (x, v) component. The coefficients of the VFPC operator with the notation of (3.1) are given by
and c" ! , where I , is the identity matrix of order N. Taking into account that the matrix A is positive definite in the normal direction for the points of the boundary ( , ¹ );j ;1, where (v ) n(x))' !( and that for (v ) n(x))) !( we have (bG!aGH
, we can identify the sets G for this operator finding ", "+t"¹ ,, "+(t, x, v)3( , ¹ );j ;1, with (v ) n(x))) !( ,6+t"0, and "+(t, x, v)3( , ¹ );j ;1, with (v ) n(x))' !( ,6(jDC5+0(t( ,). We consider the Dirichlet problem for the operator VFPC with boundary values e\HRgN C and fM C extensions by zero on 6 of e\HRgC and f C , respectively. Theorem 3.1 cannot be applied since there is intersection between the closure of and the closure of 6 and we have non-zero values on 6 . Nevertheless, the other hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are easily satisfied. The second hypothesis is clear since we can take as large as we need (note that we have to bound the derivatives of the coefficients b
). The points of verify the third and fourth hypotheses. Let us compute a" P Q aPQ in this case. For the subject +(t, x, v)3( , ¹ );j ;1, such that (v ) n(x))) !( , we can take the function as the function , then we have
Therefore, ( P Q aPQ) G "0, "0 and "1 on this part of . Computing¸a we deduce that¸a" ( (
"""0 on this part of . Therefore, the fourth hypothesis is also satisfied. Now, we have to compute the same quantities for the subset +t"0,. In this case, we can take as function the function t. It is easy to see that a"a"0 and then and¸a vanishes. Hence, the third and fourth hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied.
To avoid the difficulty of the non-empty intersection between the closures of and we proceed as in [17] 
It is a simple matter to check that now, all the boundary belongs to 6 . Thus, we consider the Dirichlet problem for this new operator with the same boundary values as before and zero in the new part of the boundary jD I C!jDC which is included in . Finally, we have to deal with the boundary values. Theorem 3.1 is written with second member in the differential equation and zero boundary values. It is straightforward to pass from one to the other in this case. In fact, since is infinitely smooth, we can take an infinite differentiable function G on D I M C of compact support such that G"e\HRg\C and G"fM C in the corresponding sets. Then, we can apply Theorem 3.1 to the equation VFPC(u)" !VFPC(G) with zero values on the boundary. Moreover, we can take the extension G such that
where C depends only on ¹.
Corollary 3.9. ¹he Dirichlet problem VFPC(u)"0 on DC with u"gN C on ( , ¹ );j ;1,, u"fM C for +t"0, extended by zero to the whole 6 , has a unique classical solution f C. Moreover, f C3HK(DC) for any m and f C3C(DC).
Remark 3.1. Using the stochastic differential equation theory (see Reference 21) , an explicit expression of the solution in terms of a Brownian motion can be deduced. Corollary 8.2 [21] or Theorem 3 [19] assure us the uniqueness of bounded solutions of the Dirichlet problem for equation VFPC(u)"0. The maximum principle (Theorem 1, Reference 19), the explicit expression of the solution and its uniqueness imply the following consequences. The solution f C is positive and satisfies for any ¹'0 that
The rest of this section is devoted to study the properties of the f C sequence of solutions and finally to show that the limit of f C when P0 is the solution f of the VFP equation obtained in previous section. This fact allows us to derive important properties of f. To obtain¸ estimates and bounds on the moments we need to apply divergence theorem. Since the vector b is not bounded on D we cannot directly apply divergence theorem to these terms. Therefore, we will cut off the velocity space.
Let us consider a sequence of domains DC 0 3C such that DC 0 5((0, ¹); ;B 0\B )" DC5((0, ¹); ;B 0\B ) and DC 0 5((0, ¹); ;B 0 ), where B P is the euclidean ball centred at the origin with radius r and '0 fixed and small enough. Assume R is large enough to have the support in velocity of gC and f C included in DC 0 .
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The same arguments as above can be applied for VFPC(u)"0 in the domain DC 0 with boundary conditions: f"gC on jDC 0 5((0, ¹);j ;1,) and f"fM C for t"0 extended by zero to the set 6 for this domain. Therefore, we obtain a unique classical solution f C 0 of VFPC(u)"0 in DC 0 for these boundary conditions for any R large enough. We will denote by fM C 0 the extension by zero of these functions to (0, T); ;1,. Let us study the properties of those solutions f C 0 . The same arguments as in Remark 3.1 imply that the solution f C 0 is positive and satisfies
for any ¹'0. Since f C 0 3HK(DC 0 ) for any m, we can integrate VFPC(u)"0 on DC 0 to conclude using the divergence theorem that
where we have used the boundary values of f C 0 . Here, V and T are the components in x and v of the outward unit normal of D C 0 and dS 0 the Lebesgue measure on this set. Due to the definition of the operator VFPC and the functions and C we have that the equation VFPC(u)"0 is uniformly parabolic locally in the points on jDC 0 where V O0 except for the points (t, x, v)3jDC 0 with x3j and (v ) n(x))) !( . However, in this portion of the boundary we have that ( # C ) vanishes. Hence, Hopf's maximum principle can be applied locally to these points of the boundary in which the operator is locally uniformly parabolic. Therefore, since f C 0 is positive and takes the zero value on those portions of the boundary, we have that f C 0 achieves its minimum at all these points and then, the normal derivative at those points must be negative. Moreover, any outer derivative must be negative. The same reasoning can be applied to those portions of the boundary of jDC 0 in which T O0. As a consequence, jf C 0 /j V )0 on the points of jDC 0 where V O0 and ( # C )O0 and jf C 0 /j T )0 on the points of jDC 0 where T O0. Since (3.5) is valid for any ¹'0, we can easily infer from equation (3.5) that
The moments in v can be studied in a similar way. Multiplying VFPC(u)"0 for f C 0 by " v "I, integrating the resulting equation in DC 0 and applying the divergence theorem we can deduce that
Proceeding as above, we conclude for any ¹'0 that
We have the following classical interpolation result which give us a relation between the moments in v.
.
Using this lemma we can deduce the following result on the moments of the sequence of solutions fM C 0 . Proof. In the sequel we denote by C several constants independent of R. We use the equation (3.6) for k"2. Then, we can estimate the last term of (3.6) by using Ho¨lder's inequality
Using Lemma 3.10 and estimate (3.4) we deduce that
Estimates (3.4), (3.7), (3.6) and the properties of gC and f C imply that
Global Weak Solutions for the Initial-Boundary-Value Problems 923 for any ¹*0, C"C(¹ ). Therefore, the moment of order 2 of fM C 0 is bounded independently of R. We have proved that (1#" v ") fM C 0 3¸(0, ¹;¸( ;B 0 )) with a bound independent of R. In addition, we have for k*3 that
and finally, we conclude that
for any k*3 and any ¹*0. The announced result follows by induction on k. )
Now, we study the convergence of the sequence of solutions f C 0 when R goes to R . Here, the set M( ;1,) is the set of bounded measures.
Lemma 3.12. ¹he sequence fM C 0 converges weakly-* in¸(0, ¹; M5¸( ;1,)) to f C.
As a consequence, if the moment of order k in v is bounded for g and f
, then the moment of order k for f C is bounded independently of .
Proof. Previous estimates prove that fM C 0 is bounded in¸(0, ¹;¸5¸( ;1,)). Therefore, we can take a weak-* limit f * in¸(0, ¹; M5¸( ;1,)). It is easy to see that the limit function f * is a weak bounded solution of the equation VFPC(u)"0 on DC with boundary values gC and f C . Hence, by uniqueness of weak bounded solution (see Reference 19 Theorem 3 for piecewise smooth domains) we have that f *"fM C. )
Finally, let us remark that Lemma 3.12 implies that
and the boundedness of the kinetic energy. Now, we can take the limit when P0 to obtain the solution f.
Proof of ¹heorem 3.2. Using the bounds (3.4) and (3.7) together with the assumptions on the initial and boundary data, we have that the sequence fM C is bounded in¸(0, ¹; 5¸( ;1,)) independently of , for any ¹'0. Also, we have that the kinetic energy " v " fM C is bounded in¸(0, ¹;¸( ;1,)) independently of , for any ¹'0. Therefore, there exists a limit f * such that fM CPf * weakly [ in¸(0, ¹; M5¸( ;1,)),
It is straightforward to see that F"" v " f *, f *3¸(0, ¹;¸5¸( ;1,)) for any ¹'0 and *" ( f *). This fact can be seen in Reference 1.
On the other hand, since EC converges to E in¸O((0, ¹ ); ) for any q( R, it is a simple matter to pass to the limit in the weak formulation of the Dirichlet problem for equation VFPC(u)"0 with test functions "0 on 2 > and on the points (0, x, v) with x3j to prove that f * is a weak solution of equation (2.1) with initial data f and boundary values g on 2 \ , for any ¹'0. In order to prove that f * is the same as the solution f obtained in Theorem 2.2, we proceed by showing that f *3Y and thus, using the uniqueness result in Y (Proposition 2.4). It is enough to prove that T f *3¸(Q 2 ) since, in this case, the operator div 
where we have taken into account that div
). Therefore, proceeding as above we have
Thus, using estimates (3.4) and (3.7) we deduce that T f C 0 is bounded in¸(DC 0 ) independently of R and . As a consequence, since the sequence fM C 0 converges weakly-[ in¸(0, ¹; M5¸( ;1,)) to fM C we have that T f C is bounded in¸(DC) independently of . Therefore, we can take a weak limit of the gradients T fM C in¸(Q 2 ) to h* and we easily infer that h*"
. Finally, we do the arguments referred above to conclude that f *"f the solution of the VFP equation given by Theorem 2.2. The properties of f are consequences of previous results. )
Regularization of the VPFP problem
The main difficulty of the VPFP problem is to obtain suitable estimates on the potential E to apply a fixed point argument (see Reference 1) or to pass to the limit in Global Weak Solutions for the Initial-Boundary-Value Problems 925 some regularization (see Reference 7) . Since these estimates on the potential E3¸(0, ¹;¸( ;1,)) are not available in the present form of the system, we must modify it by means of a regularization. For the VPFP system with "1,, the regularization in Reference 7 was introduced to keep the energy estimates. The energy control is basic to obtain the limit. In a similar way for bounded domains, we need to regularize VPFP system and to keep the control of the energy. Some symmetry on the regularization is needed to control the energy. Then, we consider a modified VPFPC system by substituting Poisson's equation (1.3) by a greater order one;
with m fixed large as necessary, '0 and with Dirichlet boundary conditions
. This type of regularization was used in Reference 1 and 2 for the Vlasov-Poisson system. The VPFPC system consists of the VFP equation to determine the distribution f C,
on (0, ¹); ;1,, coupled with the equation (4.1) to determine EC" ! V C with boundary conditions (4.2). The aim is to study the existence of weak solution of the VPFPC system with initial data f C and boundary values gC in the sense of (2.3), we denote this problem by (VPFPC ? ). f C and gC are sequences of C functions which approximates f and g respectively, f C Pf and gCPg strongly on the correspondinģ N spaces, for 1)p( R, and are uniformly bounded by the norm of f and g in the corresponding¸ spaces. Taking into account the hypotheses on f and g in Theorem 1.1, we can assume, without loss of generality, that they verify
and the sequences f C log f C and gC log gC are bounded in¸( ;1,) and¸( 2 \ ), respectively, independently of '0. The last assumption on the sequence is in fact consequence of the following lemma [9] that we recall.
Lemma 4.1. Assume that f*0 verifies (1#" v ") f3¸( ;1,) . ¹hen, f log\ f3 ( ;1,) and
for any b'0. Also, if (1#" v ") f3¸ ( 2) , then f log\ f3¸( 2) and a similar bound to (4.5) is satisfied.
Let us summarize the properties of the elliptic problem (4.1) and (4.2) (see Reference 1). 926 J. A. Carrillo Lemma 4.2.¸et 3¸M( ). ¹he problem ! ! K> " on , with Direchlet boundary conditions " "2" K "0, on j and m large enough, has a unique solution in ¼K>N5¼KN ( ) for 1)p( Rand verifies for any 1(p( R that "" "" ¼K>N )C(p, ) "" ""¸N ( ) and "" "" ¼N( ) )C(p) "" ""¸N ( ) .
Moreover, belongs to CK>( M ) and for any 1)q(N/(N!1) we have
To show the existence of solution for the modified problem, we construct an iterative scheme of linear problems approaching the (VPFPC ? ) problem. Let us consider C " ( f C ) and EC " ! V C where C is the solution of problem (4.1)-(4.2) with second member C . Now, we define f C as the solution of the VFP equation (2.1) with E "EC , i.e.
with initial condition f C and boundary values gC on 2 \ , for any ¹'0. Here, 
( )5CK( )) for any ¹'0 and any 1)q)N/(N!1). Let us obtain estimates on the moments in velocity of the distribution sequence f C L .
Lemma 4.3. All the moments in v of the distribution sequence f C L are bounded independently of n for any
Proof. Using the equation for the moments of order k (Lemma 3.7), we have that
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Ho¨lder's inequality, Lemmas 4.2 and 3.4 for p"1,Rand Sobolev's inclusions imply that there exist two constants A and B depending upon ¹ and but independent of n such that
for any 0)t)¹. The final arguments are exactly the same as in Lemma 3.11 using (4.7). )
Now, we obtain the regularity of the mass density by using the classical interpolation result, Lemma 3.10. As a consequence, the sequence f C L satisfies, for any ¹'0, 
0. Now, we can take the derivative with respect to t in Equation (4.1) to have
together with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Again, classical interpolation results give us that " j ( f C L ) "3¸(0, ¹;¸N( )) and thus, div V j ( f C L )3¼\N( ), for any 1)p( R. As a consequence, classical elliptic theory implies that (j/jt) C L (t, x)3¸(0, ¹; ¼K>N( )), for any 1)p( R, with bounds independent of n. The above regularity properties allow us to pass to the limit in n to obtain a solution for the modified VPFPC ? problem. ¼K>N( )) and j C L /jt3¸(0, ¹; ¼K>N( )) independently of n, Aubin's result assure us that C L is relatively compact in¸O(0, ¹; ¼K>N( )) for any 1)p, q( R. Also, we can use the Ascoli-Arzela`theorem to show that C L is relatively compact iņ (0, ¹; ¼K>N( )) for any 1)p( R. Let us take a subsequence from C L , that we denote with the same index, converging to C. As a consequence, EC L converges to EC" ! V C in¸(0, ¹;¸( )), for any ¹'0.
Since ( f C L ) is bounded in¸(0, ¹;¸N( )) for any p( R, we can take a subsequence which converges to weakly [ in¸(0, ¹;¸N( )) for any p( R and weakly iņ O(0, ¹;¸N( )) for any p, q( R.
On the other hand, we have that f C L is bounded in¸(0, ¹;¸5¸( ;1,)) independently of n. Thus, we can find a subsequence which converges to f C weakly-[ in¸(0, ¹; M5¸( ;1,)) and weakly in¸O(0, ¹;¸N( ;1,)) for any p, q( R.
Also, the sequence " v "I f C L converges weakly-[ in¸(0, ¹; M( ;1,)) to some function FI. Using the boundedness of the moments given in Lemma 4.3, it is easy to show that " ( f C) and FI is given by the density " v "I f C and then " v "I f C belongs to (0, ¹;¸( ;1,)). The proof of this fact can be seen in References 1 and 8.
Using the above properties, it is straightforward to pass to the limit in equation (1.7) for f C L and to show that f C verifies equation (4.3) with initial condition f C and boundary values gC. Also, C is the weak solution of equation (4.1) with the above regularity. The regularity is derived from arguments above and Lemma 4.2.
)
Now, we are going to study the properties of the solution f C. Firstly, we are going to deduce that f C belongs to Y. Proof. Firstly, let us prove that
The estimates in Lemma 3.4 for p"2 imply that f C L is bounded in¸( ;1,) independently of n. As a consequence, integrating previous relation we have that T f C L is bounded in¸(Q 2 ) independently of n. Since the sequence f C L is bounded in H independently of n, we can take a subsequence converging to some limit weakly in H. It is easy to see that the convergence on the weak topology of H implies the convergence on the weak topology of¸(Q 2 ). Hence, the limit of the subsequence of f C L is f C3H. Also, we have that f C verifies 
Proof. Using the¸N bounds given in Lemma 3.4, we have that
for any 1)p) R. Then, taking into account the properties of the regularized sequences f C and gC, the first statement is proved. Since C(t, ) ) in ¼N ( ), for any p( R, is a weak solution of problem (4.1) we have that
Thus, using the energy production identity, Lemma 3.6, we get the following estimate:
for any 0)t)¹ where E( f ) is the total energy. In the electrostatic case the potential energy of the modified problems P( f C)(t) is positive ( "1). Using the assumptions on the moments of f C and gC (4.4), we have that K( f C)(0) and the norm of " v "gC are bounded independently of . The last term is bounded independently of due to the balance of mass relation, Lemma 3.3. Finally, the initial potential energy is given by
Ho¨lder's inequality and Lemma 4.2 imply that P( f C)(0))C "" ( f C ) "" * . Using that " v ",f C is integrable, we can apply Lemma 3.10 to deduce that P( f C)(0) is bounded 930 J. A. Carrillo independently of . Therefore, since K( f C)(t) and P( f C)(t) are positive, they are bounded independent of . In the gravitational case the potential energy is negative. One can proceed using similar ideas as in References 1 and 7. In this way, Sobolev imbeddings imply that
Lemmas 4.2 and 3.10 assured that " P( f C)(t) ")C K( f C)(t), ,> , with C independent of . Therefore, using inequality (4.9) we deduce that the kinetic energy K( f C)(t) is bounded independently of . The rest of the properties are direct consequences of the characteristics of the elliptic problem, Lemma 4.2, and interpolation result, Lemma 3.10.
Proof of ¹heorem 1. 
,
and ECPE weakly in¸(0, ¹; ¼ (N#2)/(N#1) ( )).
Proceeding as in Proposition 4.4, it is easy to show that , j and F are in fact ( f ), j( f ) and " v " f, respectively. The above convergence results allow us to pass to the limit in the weak formulation of (4.3) to obtain (1.7). By taking the limit in equation (4.1) using the above regularity properties, it is a simple matter to prove that is a solution of Poisson equation (1.3) . The rest of the properties are consequence of the compactness of the corresponding sequences. Finally, let us remark that due to Sobolev imbeddings, ¼ ,> ,( )P¸( ). ) Remark 4.1. We can obtain additional properties on the solution f. Using the¸-norm identity for the modified problems and similar arguments as in Lemma 4.5 we obtain that T f C is bounded independent of in¸(Q 2 ). Thus, we have that f3H. 
(iv) R is a bounded linear operator from¸N( 2 > ) into¸N( 2 \ ) with norm "" R "" N less than unity, for any 1)p) R.
Lemma 5.1 (Cercignani et al. [9] , Hamdache [16] ).¸et f be satisfying (1.6) with P "1 and assume that (1#" v "#" log f ") f belongs to¸ ( 2 ) . ¹hen, for any 0(t(¹, the flux of f vanishes through the boundary, that is,
and the following relation between the flux of kinetic energy and the flux of entropy through the boundary holds, that is,
From now on, we restrict the analysis to the electrostatic case. Firstly, we are going to study the case in which the distribution is not reflected completed ( P (1). In this case, we can approximate this problem by problems of absorbing-type boundary conditions and the traces functions have enough regularity to pass to the limit. The case P "1 is more complicated as we shall show later. In this case, there appears a loss of regularity on the traces due to grazing collisions on the boundary near the velocity hyperplane (v ) n(x))"0 (see Reference 16, Remark 4.2) .
To prove the existence of weak solution for the VPFP system with reflection-type boundary conditions (1.6), with 0)
(1, instead of conditions (1.5), we proceed in an analogous way as for the absorbing case. We carry out an -regularization of the Poisson's equation to control the energy and to get necessary estimates on the force field E. Also, we linearize not only the modified VPFPC corresponding problem but also, the boundary conditions. Then, we approximate the problem (VPFP ) by a sequence of problems of type (VPFP ).
Assume that f 3¸5¸( ;1,) with " v ", f 3¸( ;1,) and has finite kinetic energy, potential energy and entropy. Let us define the sequence f L by the solutions of the VFP equation for any n, ¹'0 and 1)p) R. As a consequence, the sequence f L is bounded independent of n in¸(0, ¹;¸N( ;1,)) for any ¹'0 and 1)p) R.
Proof. Using similar estimates to those in Lemma 3.4, which are valid in this case, we have that
) . The definition of the boundary values of f L and the properties of the operator R implies that
) . Thus, we find Now, we can bound also the kinetic energy and the entropy as in the proof of Theorem 1.1. In this case we can not study separately the energy and the entropy due to property (5.4).
Lemma 5.3. ¹he sequence f L verifies that
is bounded independently of n. As a consequence, the following sequences are bounded in the corresponding spaces independently of n,
Proof. Let us define the functions H
Let us point out that related arguments in previous lemma were used in Reference 16 to solve the analogous problem for the Boltzmann equation and in [4] to study the asymptotic behaviour of problem (VPFP ). Finally, we have to pass to the limit. Let us remark that the arguments in the proof of Lemma 4.6 and Theorem 1.1 can be carried out in this case. Only, we have to clarify how we can deal with boundary values. Lemma 5.2 implies that we can take a subsequence such that $ f LPg $ weakly in¸N( 2 $ ), for 1)p( R and weakly [ for p" R. In other terms, we have that
for any 3¸NY( 2 $ ) and 1)p( R. Taking into account that the operator R is a bounded linear operator from¸N( 2 > ) into¸N( 2 \ ), we have that
for any 3¸NY( 2 $ ) and 1)p( R. Therefore, g
We can establish the above result in the following theorem. 
for any 3C (Q 2 ), where g $ satisfy (1.6) with P (1. Moreover, f has the same properties as in ¹heorem 1.1.
Let us now discuss some aspects of the problem (VPFP ) when "1. We cannot apply the above results because we have not even the bound of the sequence of densities f L for p"1 in Lemma 5.2. To study this case we have to approximate this problem by means of a sequence of problems (VPFP ) with (1. Let 0( (1 fixed. Consider the following modified problem: find a solution f C of Equation (4.3) with initial condition f C and reflection-type boundary condition
where EC is the solution of equation (4.1) with boundary conditions (4.2). By linearizing the system and taking the limit, it can be proved that this modified problem has a solution satisfying similar properties and relations as we have shown for the VPFPC in section 3. Using the definition of the boundary conditions and the properties of R, it 936 J. A. Carrillo
